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from the editor

Wot, no Nobels?
A gaggle of disgruntled boffins, many of them distinguished Fellows and award winners of this Society, put
their names to a stinging letter of rebuke in February. Their target? The UK research councils.
Readers of Geoscientist will recall Professor Donald Braben’s (UCL) Soapbox article
(December 2008) about the foolishness of directed research funding, entitled The
Wizard’s Tale. Well, Braben has been at it again, this time on a slightly grander scale; and
brought his friends – 20 of them – including, from among our number, such luminosities
as Herbert Huppert (Cambridge), Steve Sparks (Bristol), and Claudio Vita-Finzi (NHM).
The brouhaha concerns the UK Research’ Councils’ latest insistence that applicants for
research money should make a two-page summary of the “potential social or financial
aspects” of their proposal. The idea springs from Science Minister Lord Drayson’s idea to
“focus” (as he might put it) the UK’s basic research effort on areas deemed most likely to
be of economic benefit. The proposal is dressed up in disclaimers that it’s not just
“picking winners” again, but yes, it’s “picking winners” again. Those of us longer in the
tooth than we would like have seen it all before; but that does not mean that familiarity
should breed complacency. Braben & co.’s letter, which calls on researchers to boycott
the scheme, was published in the Times Higher Education on 12 February 2009.
The text acknowledges a sorry history during which blue skies research and the freedom
of academics to pursue it in the UK has been steadily eroded, and complains of 30 years of
much the same sort of dirigisme, which (they say) has subjected scientists to “barrages of
control” and turned their lives into a “bureaucratic nightmare”. It also complains that the
Government appears to be attacking researchers, an easy target, rather than a real culprit,
UK business - whose stingy record in basic R&D is legendary. Echoing his wizarding
alter-ego, Braben told reporters: “You cannot command developments at the frontier – it
is not possible”.
Neil Turok, the theoretical physicist who recently left Cambridge for fresh fields and
pastures new in Canada, recently gave an interview affirming that the grass he has found
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there is indeed greener. Nor does he miss either the
“lack of vision” of Whitehall or myopic British
business, which he says only funds research when it
can see a widget at the end of it all. Nor does he miss
much about Cambridge University which, Turok
says, needs to offer its Lucasian Professors and the
like a good deal more than college dinners if it is to
help them swallow that other, less palatable
substance that UK researchers are forced to eat all
the time.
Turok was naturally upset when Cambridge
University refused to create his proposed “Stephen
Hawking Institute for Theoretical Physics”. Perhaps
the unattractive acronym put them off. Perhaps it
was the money. Or perhaps, most seriously of all, it
was lack of people who (in Turok’s words), “believe
in science and what it can do”. For ultimately it is
they, wherever they are, who choose to martyr
scientists on the cross of accountability rather than
believe that the best way to manage and retain
dedicated, creative people is to help them when they
ask you to, but otherwise - leave them alone.
• See the online version of this Editorial for further
reading.
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Soapbox

Science in Government
Peter Allen thinks that people in Government need to be
more scientifically literate.
fast or that an increase of two parts per
million per year is a lot. If their background
is in law, politics, economics or languages
they will have their own vocabularies and
conceptual frameworks, which have little in
common with ours.
In the January issue of Geoscientist Katherine
Royse and Diarmad Campbell raised the
matter of how we present geoscientific
information to policymakers. When you are
deeply embedded in a science discipline it is
easy to forget how exclusive the vocabulary of
the science is. In geology we switch readily
between the scientific and conventional
meanings of words like bed, cleavage, thrust,
stress, fold, fault and plate and, like all
scientists, we have an additional unique
vocabulary.
We cannot communicate without it. But
neither can we communicate unless the
person we are talking to shares some
understanding of the fundamental concepts
within our discipline. A geologist saying “not
very long ago” could be talking about
millions of years. The person listening
might think they meant last week. That
person might also not understand that
movement of one centimetre a year can be

The problem we face is not that we are
failing to enunciate our message clearly
enough, but that policymakers lack the
background to enable them to understand
anything we say.
In the present government, three of the 33
cabinet members have a degree in either
science or engineering. Margaret Beckett,
the Minister of State for Housing, has a
degree in metallurgy. The other two are John
Denham, Secretary of State for Innovation,
Universities and Skills, whose degree is in
chemistry, and the Minister for Science in
his department, Lord Drayson, who is an
engineer with a PhD in robotics.
This is where the good news ends. None of
the other ministers of state or parliamentary
under-secretaries in that department has
qualifications in science or engineering. In
three other departments science has a
special bearing on policy formulation.

These are Environment, Food and Rural
Affairs (Defra); Transport, and Energy and
Climate Change. Of the 11 individuals who
fill the 12 ministerial and parliamentary
under-secretary posts in them the only
scientist is Joan Ruddock (Department of
Energy and Climate Change). Her degree is
in botany and chemistry. Her minister is an
economist. The minister for Transport is a
lawyer and the minister for the Environment
has a degree in Russian and Eastern
European Studies. Lord Hunt, who carries
the brief for climate change in both Defra
and the Energy department, has a degree in
politics. The picture is no better among the
paid officials in these departments. None of
the permanent secretaries has any
background in science.
The message we should deliver to
government is this. In the 21st Century the
clever application of science, technology and
engineering will be essential to avoid a
global humanitarian crisis. Scientists are
clearly saying this, but the policymakers do
not know how to listen to us. Government
must find a way of bridging this gap.
Otherwise, the future for our country will be
bleak. 

Soapbox – is open to contributions from all Fellows. You can always write a
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Carol Liddle 1955-2009
It is with deep regret that we inform readers of the sudden and unexpected
death of Carol Liddle, this magazine’s Production Editor, at the end of February.
Carol was a graphic designer who joined the Publishing House in 1997. As well
as working to develop this magazine, Carol was also responsible for developing
the Society’s new corporate image in 1998 and the Bicentenary corporate image.
She was responsible for all our book jacket designs, advertisements, fliers,
handbills, bookmarks, tickets, posters and countless other pieces of graphic
work. These surround us now and will, for many years to come, remind us of
her and her contribution to the Society’s visual presence.
Carol was not only a talented graphic artist; she understood that design had to
be useful as well as beautiful, and always designed with the reader in mind. As a
colleague she was the best; not only gifted and dedicated but tolerant, forgiving,
patient and humorous. We shall all miss her very much indeed. Ted Nield

Carousel
Liz Berry has won the Eni Challenge at Geological Society apartments
in London. Holding the prize are Dr Liz Berry (Forest of Dean
Historical Society) and Mervyn Dodd (Cumberland Geological
Society). The award was announced on Friday 6 February by Mr
Alessandro Gelmetti, Exploration Manager at Eni UK Ltd, which has
offered the Challenge Award for over a decade as a way of promoting
geology in the UK. Every year, local and amateur geology groups and
individuals compete for the award, which is designed to promote
geology in the community, particularly in the fields of conservation,
interpretation or field education.

David Cronan has had a Special Issue of the journal Marine Georesources and
Geotechnology (vol 26,no 4,pp 211-393) dedicated to him to commemorate his
appointment to an Emeritus Professorship at Imperial College. The issue contains
papers on marine minerals and related topics by some of David’s colleagues and ex
PhD students, and was edited by one of his earliest PhD students, Prof. S Varnavas of
the University of Patras.

Lynne Frostick, President of the Society, has been included as a “Woman of Outstanding
Achievement”in the latest UK Resource Centre for Women’s photographic exhibition,
which opened on 11 March at the Wellcome Conference Centre, Euston Road, London.
The award was made “for SET leadership and inspiration to others”. Now in its fourth
year, the Women of Outstanding Achievement Photographic Exhibition is designed to
profile pioneering women in SET as role models in a sector in which females are highly
under-represented. The successful women each take part with the aim of creating a
growing collection of portraits that will inspire and encourage other women to take part
and progress in a career within SET.
All Fellows of the Society are entitled to entries in Carousel. Please email ted.nield@geolsoc.org.uk,
quoting your Fellowship number
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Deaths

Distant Thunder

The Society notes with sadness the
passing of:

Sinking to new depths
Now that April is here, science writer and
geologist Nina Morgan* thinks some deep
thoughts...
Geological debates often simmer very hot and heavy for many years. One of the hottest – in
every sense – remains the controversy over mantle plumes and hot spots. Plumes were first
proposed by Tuzo Wilson in 1963 as a causal force for plate tectonics and a mechanism to
account for the hot spots that appear to fuel the volcanism under islands like the Hawaiian chain
and Iceland. Even now, 45 years later, plumes remain a controversial topic. Like the tooth fairy,
not everyone believes they even exist.
Back in the late 1970s, two researchers in the field, John Holden and Peter Vogt, stirred up the
embers in the hot spot debate when they formed their International Stop Continental Drift
Society (ISCDS). They also offered a comprehensive overview of the plume controversy in their
classic 1977 paper, Graphic Solutions to Problems of Plumacy. In this seminal work, the pair
illustrated conceptual gems such as the gravitational anchor theory and the cracked sewer pipe
theory. They also proposed a brand new theory to account for the origin of mid-oceanic rifts,
hot spots, the solar system, creation, and God.
Although the ISCDS died a death sometime in the 1980s, Vogt and Holden continue to follow,
and publish about, the plume debate. Their 2007 paper, Plumacy Reprise, written from the
fastness of the Plumatic Asylum Headquarters in an abandoned hippy commune outside Omak,
Washington, summarises their latest take on the subject. No fooling! 
Sources for this vignette include the website: www.mantleplumes.org, from which a PDF of
Graphic Solutions to Problems of Plumacy can be downloaded using the link
www.mantleplumes.org/WebDocuments/Vogt_EOS.pdf . Plumacy Reprise appears in GSA Spec.
Paper 430, pp. 955- 973, 2007.]
* Nina Morgan is a science writer living in Oxfordshire.

If the past is a key to your present
interests, take at look at what the
Geological Society History of Geology
Group (HOGG) has to offer. For more
information about and all things
historical, and to read the latest HOGG
newsletter, visit the HOGG pages at the
Geological Society website:
www.geolsoc.org.uk/HOGG

*Abbott, Brian M
*Barklem, Thomas
*Blakelock, Mark
*Clayton, David
*Colley, Gerald
*Coussell, Derrick Ernest
*Dales, Barry Hugh Serre
Deer, Alex
*Doran, Isaac
*Flores, Giovanni
*Foster-Smith, James
*Fothergill, Colin Arnold
*Gibson-Smith, John
*Grover, John
*Hamilton, Eric I
*Hughes-Clark, Michael William
*LaMoreaux, Philip E
*Littley, Frederick Bryan
*Miyashiro, Akiho
*Murphy, Gerald Joseph
*Nowak Wladyslaw
*Robert, Peter James
*Spiesberger, Guy
*Sergiades, Frank
*Tate, Robert
Trümpy, Rudolf
*Williams, Cyril
*Wright, Alex
In the interests of recording its Fellows’
work for posterity, the Society publishes
obituaries once a year in the Annual
Report. The most recent additions to the
list are in shown bold. Fellows for
whom no obituarist has yet been
commissioned are marked with
an asterisk (*).
If you would like to contribute an
obituary, please write to
Dr Ted Nield, who will commission
you and enclose a guide for authors
(ted.nield@geolsoc.org.uk). To save you
from unnecessary work, please do not
write anything until you have received this
letter.
Deceased Fellows for whom no
obituary is forthcoming will have their
names and dates recorded in a Roll of
Honour in the next Annual Report.

Help your obituarist
The Society operates a scheme whereby Fellows may deposit biographical material
for use by their obituarist. The object is to assist obituarists by providing useful
contacts, dates and other factual information, and thus to ensure that Fellows’ lives
are accorded appropriate and accurate commemoration. Please send your CV and a
photograph to Ted Nield at the Society. Editor r
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Trace fosssils from the Stirling Range Formation (Myxomitoides
stirlingensis) (from Rasmussen, B. ref.1 cited here).

In Brief
Joe McCall reports on
snowballs, slushballs,
and spouting
satellites.
Very flat, Australia
In Western Australia, it is so flat that a 50m eminence is often named a “mountain”
on the map! So surprisingly, north of Albany on the south coast, a line of spines rises
to the sky - the Stirling Range. Fieldwork there is horrendous, as the vegetation is as
spiky as the topography. During my decade at the University of Western Australia, the
age of the range’s sedimentary rocks - mudrocks, siltstones and sandstones - was
unknown, nor were any fossils or traces.
Since then, questionable body fossils and some more convincing trace fossils have
revealed themselves to hardy field workers. There are simple disks and millimetresized trails on several of the peaks1. In my review of the Neoproterozoic Ediacara
fauna and trace occurrences throughout the world2, I included the Stirling Range, but
noted that despite similarities of the disks to Ediacara fossils, the age of the rocks is
probably Mesoproterozoic. It is now known that these rocks were deformed and
metamorphosed weakly more than 1.2 billion years ago, but the rocks are 2.0-1.8
billion years old, or Palaeoproterozoic1,3.
Recently, a unicellular eukaryote organism, named Gromia, has been discovered off
the Bahamas. This, by rolling across the sediment surface, generates trails with a
prominent elevated central groove and ridges, 50 cm long. At the time in the
Palaeoproterozoic when the Stirling Range trails were made, both unicellular and
multicellular eukaryotes are known to have existed, and such organisms may have
made the Stirling Range trails. They may also have been unicellular like Gromia1.
The importance of these new discoveries is that they show that modern unicellular
eukaryote organisms are capable of movement and of producing centimetre-scale
trails, and that similar organisms may have been roaming the sea floor in the late
Palaeoproterozoic times. Unicellular organisms may or may not have produced the
Stirling Range traces, but those represent the oldest evidence for movement known

among eukaryote animals, be they unicellular or
multicellular1. Either way, these are most important
discoveries. The Stirling Range is such difficult terrain to
‘toothcomb’, that there are likely to be remarkable further
discoveries there.
1. Rasmussen, B 2009 The Stirling Range trace fossils: an
update West Australian Geologist 475; 8-9
2. McCall, G J H 2006 The Vendian (Ediacaran) in the
Geological record: Enigmas in geology’s prelude to the
Cambrian explosion Earth Science Reviews 77; 1-229
3. Rasmussen, B , Bengtson, S , Fletcher, I R , McNaughton, M
2002 Discoidal impressions and trace-like fossils more than
1200 million years old Science 296; 1112-1115

Snowball’s chances
A brief review of the latest state of the ongoing Snowball Earth
controversy1, unfortunately without references, would seem to
leave it in a state of limbo. The controversy was described by
myself in a review of the Ediacara occurrences world wide2.
Philip Allen, with Ruben Rieu and others3 showed that
sedimentary rocks in Oman, dated as Cryogenian
(Neoproterozoic, but older than the Ediacaran), with ripple
marks that could only have been made by surface waves, seem
to indicate that there were areas of open water in the period

A major Lyell Collection benefit for Geological Society Fellows

The Full Book Collection
 Features all Special Publications, Memoirs and Engineering Geology Special Publications – including all the most
recent titles
 Online access immediately on publication
 Full text files and electronic reference linking
 Fully integrated with the Lyell Collection
 Approximately 10 000 new peer-reviewed pages added every year
The price for one year’s access to the Full Book Collection is £55 (including VAT). To subscribe email the Fellowship Office
at membership@geolsoc.org.uk.
Foundation Sponsors:

Visit the Lyell Collection at: http://www.lyellcollection.org
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when the whole Earth was supposed to be glaciated, according to the
hypothesis. The rocks in Oman show alternating glacial and non-glacial
sediments, glaciation apparently advancing and retreating. The water
cycle apparently did not shut down. Philip Allen considers that this
evidence sounds the death knell for the frozen snowball hypothesis1. He
accepts that there are other examples in China, Australia, Canada and
California1. There is also the report of giant cross-bedded sandstones
within the Port Askaig Formation, Islay, a Dalradian glacial formation
which has extension in Donegal in the Fanad ‘Conglomerate’, and has
been connected to the hypothetical Snowball Earth4, 2.
Paul Hoffmnan, one of the architects of the Snowball Earth hypothesis,
is reported as replying that this is not fatal to the hypothesis1. Philip
Allen admits that a debate-ending falsifying test is elusive. At present
the Snowball Earth is only firmly placed prior to the Ediacaran and a
range of 710-640 Ma is all that can be stated1. These rocks are very old
and hard to date. This wide range could well cover the separate
Marinoan and Sturtian glaciations that have been recognised, rightly or
wrongly in the southern hemisphere (the Marinoan is generally
accepted as equivalent to the Varangian or Laplandian of the Northern
Hemisphere, being at the base of the Ediacaran,and in the Cryogenian)2.
Whereas, the evidence adduced by Allen severely weakens the case for
the frozen snowball, and I personally favour his case, the need for
accurate dating of the Neoproterozoic glaciations is as acute as the need
for a method of age dating samples from other planets, such as Mars,
without bringing the sample back to Earth (a probable impossibility).
Possibly more accurate dating of Neoproterozoic rocks can be obtained
by comparisons of isotopic variations (C,O) with those of rocks of known
date?
1. Morton, M C 2009 Sedimentary rocks reignite heated debate over the
Snowball Earth Earth February 2009; 22-23
2. McCall, G J H 2006 The Vendian (Ediacaran) in the Geological record:
Enigmas in geology’s prelude to the Cambrian explosion Earth Science
Reviews 77; 1-229
3. Rieu, R , Allen, P , Plötze,M , Pettke, T 2007 Climatic cycles during a
Neoproterozoic ‘snowball’ glacial epoch Geology 35; 299-302
4. Arnaud, E , Eyles, C H 2001 Giant cross-bedded sandstones in the
Neoproterozoic Port Askaig Formation, Scotland: palaeogeographic
implications Abstracts with Programs – Geological Society of America 33; 75

High speed photometer
HSP data binned in
200ms intervals. The
narrow background
trace is the signal from
the star and the broad
downward ‘spike’
represents the
occultation with
Enceladus’s plume.

Enceladus water-spout
Encaladus, a satellite of Saturn, (radius ~251 km) is one of two known
active satellites in the solar system, the other being Jupiter’s extremely
eruptive Io. Enceladus is known to project a plume of vapour, which has
been related to fissures on the satellite’s surface (named Alexandria,
Baghdad, Cairo and Damascus, for obscure reasons!).
Research experiments can require enormously expensive equipment,
but clever scientists can use nature herself as the equipment. The
experiment on Enceladus recently described by Hansen et al.1
exemplifies this. They used the Utltraviolet Imaging Spectrograph
(UVIS) aboard the Cassini spacecraft to observe the plume during its
occultation of the star γ Orionis. The gas jets on Encaladus, coinciding
with previously reported dust jets, are the source of the large general
water vapour flux from the satellite. The figure (above) shows the high
speed photometer (HSP) data binned to 200m intervals, the unocculted signal from the star being contrasted with the signal during
occultation.
Without delving too far into technical details, the spectrographic
evidence reveals the dominance of water in the plume: the source of the
plume is believed to be liquid water, with gas accelerated to supersonic
velocity in nozzle-like channels. There is believed to be a subsurface
water reservoir in Enceladus, like Jupiter’s satellite Europa, which is
also believed to harbour liquid water. The plumes are tidally activated.
1. Hansen, C J , Esposito, L W , Stewart, A I F , Meinke, B , Wallis, B , Colwell,
J E , Hendrix, A R , Larsen, K , Pryor, W, Tan, F 2008 Water vapour jets
inside the plume of gas leaving Enceladus Nature 456; 477-479

Broodysaurus
Dinosaurs are full of surprises. Recent research by Varrichio et al. reported in Science1
covers the bone history and egg clutch volume of brooding adult troodontid and
oviraptid adults. Troodon, Oviraptor and Atipati scale most closely with bird paternal
care. This care system evidently emerged before the emergence of birds and
represents the birds’ ancestral care system. Avian males participate in the care of eggs
in over 90% of extant bird species, compared with only 5% in the case of mammalian
males.
1. Varricchio, D J, Moore, J R, Erickson, G M, Norell, M A, Jackson, F D, Borkowski, J J 2008
Avian paternal care had dinosaur origin Science 322; 1826-1828
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Dinos not chargrilled
Geochemists have
produced compelling
evidence that further
weakens the theory that
dinosaurs perished in a
“global wildfire” triggered
by asteroid impact
writes Dwain Eldred

Claire Belcher (University College, Dublin) finds no charcoal at the iridium layer.

The popular theory of the dinosaurs’ fiery doom in a global
wildfire developed from the occurrence of soot and chemicals
at the supposed impact site, near Chicxulub in Mexico.
Doubt has now been cast on Chicxulub, by research suggesting
that it is 300,000 years too old to have been the true endCretaceous impact site – see Geoscientists passim. But whether
you choose to believe the smoking-gun status of Chicxulub
crater or not, the Cretaceous-Tertiary (K-T) boundary not only
marks the final extinction of the dinosaurs, but it remains
firmly associated with an asteroid impact because large
quantities of the element iridium mark the boundary
worldwide.
Scientists at Royal Holloway, University of London, had
previously shown that no extensive charcoal was to be found in
the impact layer - which one would have expected had there
been widespread vegetation fires. In their latest research, the
team has demonstrated from the nature and abundance of
chemicals called pyrosynthetic Polycyclic Aromatic
Hydrocarbons (pPAHs) throughout North America, that the
combustion products were not the result of vegetation fires but
by the vaporisation of oil source rocks.
While there is considerable evidence of wildfires in the
vegetation from throughout the Cretaceous Period (as shown
by the abundance of fossil charcoal in a range of rocks
worldwide) Professor Andrew C Scott, one of the co-authors of
the paper, said: “We have never found convincing evidence of
the combustion products of large fires at the K-T level. While it
is quite possible that there were some local fires - and indeed,
these can occur at any time across the Earth - we do not see
evidence of burnt soils, peat or any other evidence of erosion
following the proposed global fire as one might expect”.
“Instead the new chemical data provide compelling evidence
that a significant volume of hydrocarbons were combusted
during the K-T impact event” Scott told Geoscientist.
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Co-author Dr Paul Finch said: “The occurrence of a unique K-T
pyrolytic event is clearly shown by the abundance of pPAHs;
but their chemical profiles are not consistent with the
combustion of plant material. This and the pPAH distribution
through the layers at different sites strongly support their
generation at the impact site, rather than in secondary
wildfires”.
While it is widely believed that at least one asteroid impact
occurred near and at the end of the Cretaceous Period, many
scientists believe that there may have been many other
contributory causes of the mass extinction. Terrestrial and
marine systems were already under stress from global cooling
related to Deccan Trap volcanism. But whatever the
explanation, says Scott: “our new data removes one of the more
colourful explanations from the range of possible causes for
dinosaur extinction”.

Reference: Belcher, Claire M, Finch, Pail, Collinson, Margaret
E, Scott, Andrew C, and Grassineau, Natalie V 2009:
Geochemical evidence for combustion of hydrocarbons during
K-T impact event. Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences special feature, early online edition 23 February.

society at large

Society Business
Names for Election to Fellowship
The following names are put forward for election to Fellowship at the OGM on 22 April:
ALLAN Richard David; ARDERN James Timothy; BAKHSH Raymi;
BIRD Christian Lloyd; BONNARD Pierre; BRADBURY Trudie
Ann; BRIGHTMORE Ian; BROUGH Samuel James; BUCKELL John
Palser; BUCKLEY Christopher James; BYRNE Keith; CAMERON
Ross; CAMPBELL Linda Susan; CATTERALL David John;
CLIFTON Abigail; COHEN Anthony Stephen; COLE Arlette
Ysanne; CONTRERAS MENDEZ Jorham Alberto; COPE Mark
Andrew; CRAWFORD-JONES Ceri; DAVIES Daniel Christopher;
DODGE Christion Thomas; DONAGHY David John; DREISSIGER
Joseph Nicholas; DYKE Jack Anthony; ECCLES David; EDWARDS
Mark Gordon; ELLIS Ben; ELVEBAKK Geir; FLECKER Rachel;
FLINT Alexandra Elisabeth; FOKT Justyna; FROST Marlon; FRY
Tim; GALLAUGHER Richard Alastair; GERNON Thomas;
GOLDSTRAW Hannah Jane; GONZALEZ DE AGUERO Lorena;
GOWERS Martin; GRAHAM Mark; HAES Marcus Luke; HAGGAN
Neil Gareth James; HAMMOND Sonya Kathleen; HAMMOND
Theresa; HOGG Jamie Michael; HOGGARD Sophie Elizabeth;
HUMPHREYS Matthew Richard; HUNT Jennifer Ruth; JONES
Michael Thomas; JONES Timothy; KEMP David; KING Nicola

Chartership news
Of our 9700 Fellows, some 2200
have achieved Chartered status,
and this number is growing
steadily, say George Tuckwell
and Bill Gaskarth*.
The first set of CGeol applicants under the new regulations will
be interviewed on April 15 at Burlington House. If successful,
they will be elected to Chartered status at the Council meeting in
June. At the same time some 62 applications are going through
under the old regulations, and these will go for election on April
22. This represents a sizeable increase in our CGeol membership.
The deadline for submission of CGeol applications for the next
interview event (scheduled for Edinburgh on July 15), is May 1.
The following deadline for interviews (at Stoke) the week
commencing September 7 is July 1, and after that September 1 for
interviews in November. This succession of deadlines and
interview days has been set up to enable candidates to know
when and where they will be interviewed, and when they will
receive the results of their application.
With increasing numbers of experienced Fellows seeking
Chartered status, and in order to ensure that all the procedures
continue to run smoothly, the Society has put out a call for
volunteers from among our senior Chartered Fellows to be
considered for scrutineering work. Any interested CGeols should

Jane; KUMAR Gaurav; LEACH Jeremy David; LEE Tsz Hang;
LEUNG Kar Fai; LEWIS Jan Charles Hugh; LISTER Henry
Terence; MAHONEY Carol Ann; MAILER Stephanie Lucy;
MATHER Kathleen Ann; McAULEY Ronan Francis; McGRATH
Richard John; MCKECHNIE Iain Gavin; MINETT-SMITH Samuel
James; MOK Sui Chuen; MURCOTT Penny; MURPHY Lee;
O’COFAIGH Colm; O’DRISCOLL Brian; PEERS David; PHILLIPS
Michael Edward; PICKERING Mark Chris; PIGGOTT Liam;
RAMBELLI Ermanno; RATCLIFFE Scott; RENOLD Charles; ROBB
Vicki Maria; SALES Philip Mark; SALIH Ata Omer; SAUCIER
Dave; SCHNETLER Thomas Jeremy William; SHEK Kin Ming
Kenneth; SHEPHERD Simon David; SMITH Benjamin Charles;
SMITH Sam; SNAPE Lucy Catherine; SPRUTH Katherine Jayne;
TADESSE Gebremedhin; TAYLOR Martha; TAYLOR Ryan Paul;
THOROGOOD Matthew Edward; TSE To Fun; TURNBULL Fiona
Walker; WALKER Justine Pauline; WALLACE Alistair James;
WHITEHEAD Emma Marie; WONG So Mei Vivian; YATES Lydia
Marie.

contact the Chartership office for an application form. The Society
guarantees that at least one scrutineer will be a specialist in the field
of the applicant, and we are also conscious of the need to minimise
the environmental impact and financial cost of the process (as well as
the use of our scrutineers’ valuable time!).
Our pool of experts must therefore provide a good coverage in terms
of both geography and expertise, since we never know how many
applicants there will be for any one event, or their specialities.
Regional and Specialist groups have an important part to play here in
encouraging their qualified members to volunteer. At the moment we
are particularly interested in getting volunteers from Scotland to
ensure that we have adequate coverage for the July 15 event.
Considerable numbers of Fellows work overseas, and commonly
applications from outside the UK are scrutinised and interviewed in
the country of origin. Because of this we would wish to invite
volunteers from overseas to offer their help in carrying out
interviews.
Finally, a number of applicants work for small companies where
geoscience mentors are difficult to find. The Chartership Panel
wishes to encourage members of the various Regional Groups to
volunteer to help with this important work.
The Chartership Officer has already been invited to visit several
Regional Groups and some companies to provide information and
advice for those Fellows who are starting the process of preparing
their CGeol application. 
• Requests for help and advice should be sent to
chartership@geolsoc.org and you can be assured of an early
response.
*Chartership Panel Chairman, Chartership Officer resp.
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Society Research Grants
The Society has made the following research grants in 2009. The Research Grants Committee, which met on February 19, was very pleased with the increase in
applications, and in the high standard that was maintained. The successful applicants were as follows. Some awards are the subject of applications to various
bodies for joint funding.
BATCHELOR, Richard (St Andrews): To test preliminary findings that
volcanic ash horizons are present within the Precambrian rocks on
Colonsay and Islay in the Inner Hebrides. Fearnsides £1308
BONNARD, Pierre (Open University): Understanding Changing Oceanic
Redox and Atmospheric Oxygen. Fearnsides £1500
CLIFTON, Abigail (Leeds): Palaeogene Climates and Floras of Svalbard.
Gloyne £1180
ELLIS, Ben (Leicester): Super-eruptions of an unusual style: the unknown
history of the Yellowstone hotspot (Fearnsides) £920
FALCON-LANG, Howard (Royal Holloway) Tracking Early Reptiles – 7
days’ fieldwork in New Brunswick to conduct study on fossil trackways
discovered in August 2008, their stratigraphic distribution and
evolutionary implications. £1098
GERNON, Thomas (Trinity College Dublin) Emplacement dynamics of
alkali basaltic diatremes at East Fife, Scotland. Timothy Jefferson £1000

KEMP, David (Cambridge) Timing is everything: improving the Late
Triassic timescale Gloyne £1181
O’DRISCOLL, Brian (Keele): Fieldwork investigating PGE-enriched
Cr-spinel seams on the Isle of Unst, Shetlands. Daniel Pidgeon £675
PITTMAN, Michael (UCL) The Evolution of Jurassic Dinosaurs in
Southwestern Mongolia £1291
RILEY, David (Leicester) Sedimentological investigation into the host
deposit of the Herefordshire Lagerstätte. Timothy Jefferson £513
STEVENS, Thomas (Royal Holloway) Research to test the timing of
sediment transport down Monterey submarine canyon (Ca, USA) and
elucidate trigger events for the various scales of mass movement
responsible for their sometimes catastrophic release. Elspeth Matthews
£1016
TAYLOR, Rochelle (Manchester): A 3D Interpretation of the Structure
and Seismic Properties of the Carboneras Fault Zone, SE Spain. Elspeth
Matthews £1200

More information on the Society’s Research Funds can be found online at www.geolsoc.org.uk/gsl/society/grants.

Shell London Lecture Series 2009
How do we know how old the Earth and planets are?
Speaker: Randall Parrish (British Geological Survey)

Wednesday 13 May 2009
Please note that there will also be a matinée performance on the same day:
Matinée: Tea and coffee 14.30; Lecture 15.00 – 16.00. Evening: Tea and coffee 17.30, Lecture 18.00 – 19.00
The current estimate of the age of the Earth (and the accretion of the other planets) is close to 4567 million
years, a value that has been refined progressively since the discovery of radioactivity and of its implications
for the age of the Earth. The science (and art) of geo- and cosmo-chronology underpins this and involves a
huge array of technical and scientific achievements where more precise estimates increasingly depend upon
ever more precise measurement of tiny amounts of rare terrestrial and extraterrestrial material.
Much of what we know about the Earth and its evolution is made possible because of geochronology, without
which the duration and rate of events cannot be determined with any certainty in the geological record. In
fact, testing hypotheses regarding the synchronicity of global events and determining cause and effect is
crucially dependent on further refinements of precision and accuracy in geochronology. The lecture will
wander through Earth and cosmic events and highlight some of the more interesting advances in thinking and
method that have shaped our view of the antiquity of the Earth and its methods of timekeeping.
The speaker
Randall Parrish has been Professor of Isotope Geology at the University of Leicester and head of the NERC
Isotope Geosciences Laboratory at the British Geological Survey since 1996 when he came to the UK from
Canada. He has published more than 230 research articles and collaborates with many students and
colleagues in the UK and internationally. 
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Further Information
For further information on the
Shell London Lecture series and
programme for 2009 please visit
our website
www.geolsoc.org.uk/shelllondon
lectures09
Entry to each lecture is by ticket
only. To obtain a ticket please
contact Alys Hilbourne. Please
note that due to the popularity of
this lecture series, tickets are
allocated on a monthly basis and
we cannot guarantee that you will
get tickets when they are
requested.
The Geological Society,
Burlington House, Piccadilly,
London W1J 0BG
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7432 0981; Email:
alys.hilbourne@geolsoc.org.uk
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Geoscientist reader survey and prize draw
NAME
ADDRESS

Books to be won!
Please help us ensure that Geoscientist suits your needs by filling in and returning the questionnaire to the address at the bottom of
the page. The forms will all be entered in a prize draw and THREE winners allowed to pick any title published by the Geological
Society (provided sufficient stock is available).
The survey and draw are open to all readers of Geoscientist and Geoscientist Online, whether members of the Society or not.
However, if you are a member, please tick the box provided. There is no need to tell us your Fellowship Number. Please feel free to
use a photocopy of this page, or go to the website and use the online version to save yourself the postage!

Ted Nield, Editor
Please tick the box that most closely reflects your response to the following statements:
I look forward to receiving my copy of Geoscientist

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Geoscientist is one of the main benefits of Fellowship

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Geoscientist copy is generally well written

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Geoscientist copy is generally pitched at the right level for me

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Geoscientist is attractively designed

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

I would miss receiving my own paper copy of Geoscientist

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

I look at Geoscientist Online...

Never

once every few months

Geoscientist should be available...

most months

Online only

at least once a month

in print and online

only in print

About my use of Geoscientist... (please tick those that apply)
I only read Geoscientist in print

I prefer to read Geoscientist in print

I prefer to read Geoscientist online

I only read Geoscientist online)

I would not read Geoscientist, or would read it less often, if it were available online only

YES

NO

I would not read Geoscientist, or would read it less often, if it were available in print only

YES

NO

If the Geological Society offered an email alert including table of contents when a new issue of
Geoscientist becomes available online, I would sign up
I would like to see Geoscientist available on the Lyell Collection

YES
YES

NO
NO

I am a member of The Geological Society of London

YES

NO

The part(s) of Geoscientist I read most is/are (please tick as many as apply):
Editorials & Leaders

Geonews

Features

Opinion

Society at Large

People

Reviews

Calendar

Please add any other comments, including suggestions about what you think Geoscientist should contain more
(or less) of.

Please return this form to the address below, marking your envelope “Reader Survey”:
Dr Ted Nield, Editor, Geoscientist, Geological Society, Burlington House, Piccadilly, LONDON W1J 0BG

Evolution of the Continental Crust:

The Janet Watson Meeting
28-29 May 2009 Geological Society, London
The continental crust we stand on has evolved through much of
Earth’s history. This evolution has left its imprint in the structures,
the igneous and metamorphic patterns and the geochemistry that
we see today, and understanding such imprints is crucial to our
general vision of Earth evolution. Studies from diﬀerent scientiﬁc
viewpoints have given rise to diverse visions of how the crust has
evolved. This two-day meeting aims to bring together investigators
pursuing these diﬀerent scientiﬁc strands so as to stimulate
a broad-based discussion of continental crustal evolution.
ISSUES TO ADDRESS INCLUDE:
t4QBUJBMBOEUFNQPSBMQBUUFSOTJOUIFBEEJUJPOPGJHOFPVTNBUFSJBMUPUIFDSVTU
tMechanisms of uplift of that material through time (are these igneous or tectonic?)
t4JHOJmDBODFPG1SFDBNCSJBONFUBNPSQIJDDPOEJUJPOTBOEQBUUFSOT
t0SFHFOFTJTJOSFMBUJPOUPDSVTUBMCFIBWJPVS
t4USFOHUIPGUIFDSVTUUISPVHIUJNF
t4FDVMBSDIBOHFPGQSPDFTTFTBĊFDUJOHUIFDPOUJOFOUBMDSVTU

$"--'031"1&34
The talk schedule is now full. Full presentation information will follow on the
website shortly. There is still some poster space available: submit your abstract
(less than 500 words) to Georgina Worrall and it may be possible to make
display space available.
1BQFSTSFMBUJOHUPUIFiIBSESPDLwBTQFDUTPGDPOUJOFOUBMFWPMVUJPOBSFTPVHIU 
particularly those that touch upon how diﬀerent methods of investigation
might overlap to move our understanding of crustal evolution forwards.
Janet Watson was an inﬂuential ﬁgure in geological research, an FRS and the
mSTUXPNBOUPIPMEUIFQPTUPG1SFTJEFOUPGɩF(FPMPHJDBM4PDJFUZ4IFIBE
varied interests concerning continental crustal evolution, but ﬁeld-based structure
and metamorphic processes, geochemistry, geochronology and ore deposits were
prominent. This meeting will reﬂect those general interests. She made a particular
JNQBDUJOUIFTUVEZPGUIF1SFDBNCSJBO-FXJTJBO$PNQMFYPG/84DPUMBOEBOE
DPOUSJCVUJPOTDPODFSOJOHUIJTSFHJPOBSFFODPVSBHFE JOUIFDPOUFYUPGHFOFSJD
processes of crustal evolution.

,&:/05&41&",&34*/$-6%&
Maarten de Wit (Cape Town University)
Roberta Rudnick (Maryland University)
Rick Sibson (Otago University)
CONFERENCE CONVENORS:
John Wheeler (Liverpool University)
Jon Davidson (Durham University)
Kathryn Goodenough (British
Geological Survey)
+BOF1MBOU *NQFSJBM$PMMFHF-POEPO

For further information about the conference, ﬁeld trip or to submit a paper, please contact:

Georgina Worrall Email: georgina.worrall@geolsoc.org.uk
Tel: 020 7432 0983 Website: www.geolsoc.org.uk.org/events

130(3"..&"%7*403
Tony Watts (Geological Society /
6OJWFSTJUZPG0YGPSE
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Consultations

Sarah Day (Earth Science Communicator) writes:
The GeoConservation Commission of the Society responded to the DCMS
Consultation Paper: World Heritage for the Nation: identifying, protecting
and promoting our World Heritage on 24 February.

Responding to the question: “Given the factors we have set out in this document, which of the following
options should we adopt in relation to the future nomination of sites for World Heritage Status?” the
Commission replied: “The GeoConservation Commission’s preferred option is to both draw up a shorter and
more focused Tentative List, spacing out nominations and introducing a two-stage application process to filter
out early those sites unlikely to be successful; and to consider alternative designations such as a National
Heritage List or the European Heritage label.”
In answer to the question “What further measures should be considered to improve the management and promotion of our World Heritage Sites?” the
Commission listed many of the initiatives currently in train, but warned: “In Britain it is left to the few to promote and develop sites. Unfortunately World
Heritage Sites (WHS) are not included within the National Curriculum, but most sites have educational material and outreach programmes. Some sites have
run programmes with local schools, but they are few. We doubt that most people could refer to a WHS near to where they live.”
The Commission said that there should be a joint strategy for building awareness of World Heritage Sites, in addition to local initiatives. “With 27 sites on the
World Heritage List, the UK is joint seventh on the list of over-represented nations and the vast majority are “cultural” sites as opposed to natural sites. The
balance needs to be redressed. With regard to natural World Heritage Sites defined largely by outstanding landscape and geology, we consider that
awareness in schools and further education establishments could be promoted by bodies such as the Earth Science Education Forum for England and Wales
(ESEF) and the Scottish Earth Science Education Forum (SESEF).”
The Commission also called for greater visibility of WHS information. DCMS World Heritage Portal at http://www.ukworldheritage.org.uk “offers potential for
development as a significant educational resource”, the Commission said..
• You can read the full response on the Society website, under “Our Views”.
* The GeoConservation Commission is made up of all the organisations that are of relevance in geoconservation in the UK, including JNCC, the Country Agencies, UKRIGS and the Geology
Trusts, and the British Geological Survey. For more information about the organisations involved in the Commission, and for details of other useful organisations involved in geoconservation
see www.geoconservation.com/Index.htm. The GeoConservation Commission aims to promote the conservation of our Earth heritage and to ensure that we pass it on in good order to
future generations for investigation, education and enjoyment.

From the Library
“Sponsor-a-Book” – update
The Society Library would like to acknowledge the kind donations of two Fellows as part of the
“Sponsor-a-Book” appeal (Geoscientist, 18.12 p8). Mr John Henry, on behalf of his company
(Nineteenth Century Geological Maps) sponsored the conservation of Pierre Lacoste’s Lettres
minéralogiques et géologiques sur les volcans de l’Auvergne (Clermont: De I’Imprimerie de
Landriot 1805), while Professor Richard J Howarth sponsored Charles Bunbury’s Journal of a
residency at the Cape of Good Hope (London: John Murray 1848). The work was carried out by
Aquarius Bookbinders of Crayford, Kent (www.aquariusbookrestorers.co.uk).

The library is open
to enquiries
Monday-Friday
0930-1730.

The Society’s five-volume edition of George’s Cuvier’s Recherches sur les ossemens fossiles de
quadrupèdes…’ (Paris: Ches Deterville 1812) is in urgent need of conservation; the leather boards
have perished and the spines are coming loose. The cost of its repair is £2000. One Fellow has kindly offered to donate £1000
towards this if another person or persons can provide the second half. If you are interested in sponsoring this important title, or
would like more information about the “Sponsor-a-Book” appeal, please contact Michael McKimm on +44 (0)20 7432 0999 or
michael.mckimm@geolsoc.org.uk. 
For new acquisitions click the appropriate link from http://www.geolsoc.org.uk/gsl/info

The Geological Society Club
The successor to the body that gave birth to the Society in 1807 meets monthly (except over the field season!) at 6.30 for
7.00 in the Athenaeum Club, Pall Mall. Once a year there is also a special dinner at Burlington House. New diners are
always welcome, especially from among younger Fellows. Dinner costs £45 for a four-course meal, including coffee and
port. The Founders’ Dinner has its own price structure. There is a cash bar for the purchase of aperitifs and wine.
Please note – you should keep checking dates here as they may be subject to change without notice.
2009: 22 April; (Burlington House); 20 May.
Any Fellow of the Society wishing to dine should contact Dr Andy Fleet, Secretary to the Geological Society Dining Club, Department of Mineralogy,
The Natural History Museum, Cromwell Road, London SW7 5BD. Email: a.fleet@nhm.ac.uk - from whom further details may be obtained. DR
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Climate through Time
Cli
our ro
rocks
oc reveal the story of change
BGS, in association with the Geological Survey
of Northern Ireland and the Geological Survey of
Ireland, has produced a poster which illustrates
the evidence for Earth’s changes in climate
throughout geological time. The poster includes
a simplified geological map, which groups the
rocks of Britain and Ireland according to the
environment in which they formed.
The poster is free, and while designed for
classroom use, it is intended for anyone who
wants to know more about the variety of rocks
which are found across Britain and Ireland. It is
intended to foster an understanding of Earth’s
climate and geology as a dynamic system – a
system which has responded to extreme events
in the past, and which will continue to respond to
future changes.
Endorsed by teaching organisations in Britain
and Ireland, the poster will be supplemented by
classroom exercises, available from the BGS
website after April 2009. The poster is available
as a free download from www.bgs.ac.uk

Print copies are available free – all we charge is P&P,
visit www.bgs.ac.uk or www.geologyshop.com for more information – and a poster.

British Geological Survey, Keyworth, Nottingham NG12 5GG;
tel sales on 0115 936 3100
email sales@bgs.ac.uk
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Lyell Meeting 2009
LATE PALAEOZOIC TERRESTRIAL
HABITATS AND BIOTAS:
THE EFFECT OF CHANGING CLIMATES
The Geological Society, London - 21st May 2009

Registration now open! Visit our website, or contact us for further details
The Carboniferous and Permian periods were a critical time in Earth
history when terrestrial biotas ﬁrst had a signiﬁcant impact on global
climates. Development of extensive wetland forests in tropical latitudes
coincided with relatively cold global climates and an expansion of polar
ice sheets. It was also the ﬁrst time that biogeographical provincialism
among terrestrial biotas became strongly evident. Speakers from Europe
and North America will examine the current state of knowledge on the
distribution of terrestrial biotas from this stratigraphic interval and of the
concurrent changes that were taking place in physical environments.

CONVENORS:

Jason Hilton
Birmingham University

Chris Cleal
National Museum Wales, Cardiﬀ

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:
Alys Hilbourne Tel: 020 7432 0981 Email: alys.hilbourne@geolsoc.org.uk
Or visit our website at www.geolsoc.org.uk/events

feature

Extending the
Seth Pollack* was consulting geotechnical engineer on the 7
Line Subway Extension Project, New York City. Here he
describes the cavern design work that won him the 2008
Glossop Award.
Much has been written lately on the design of mined caverns in
New York City. A number of metro projects are currently in
planning and design stages, aimed to increase capacity and
coverage of an ageing transport system that has seen little
change in recent decades. The forerunner of these numerous
projects is the 7 Line Subway Extension. Some major
engineering geology challenges went into the design, and now
construction of this major underground infrastructure
excavation within an urban setting.
The 7 Line Subway Extension project represents the first large
span excavation to be mined under Manhattan in nearly 50
years. The city hopes that the extension will act as a catalyst to
revitalise the west side of Manhattan, currently dominated by
industrial warehouses and the Hudson Rail Yard. The 2.4 km
addition extends the 7 Line from its current terminus at 42nd St
Port Authority (at 8th Ave.) west to 11th Ave., and then south
down to 26th St. (Figure 1).

Contract
Arup was engaged to design the initial ground support for all
mined portions of the project. This included assembly
chambers for the dual tunnel boring machine, five crosspassages between the running tunnels, and a 350m long, 21m
span station cavern. As the contract was let by the city as a
“design-build” arrangement, Arup worked directly for the
contractor and was able to follow the project from concept to
construction in just a single year.
This is not the typical way in which most major infrastructure
projects are carried out in the United States. It is much more
common for the designer to hand over the construction
drawings to the city or municipality, which will then appoint a
contractor through competitive bidding. Following this, a
separate construction management team is appointed which
deals with inspection and field issues. We hope that the 7 Line
project can set a precedent for using design-build contracts in
similar situations, as it can be very advantageous and costeffective to keep the designer involved through construction.
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Main cavern
The centrepiece of the project is the main cavern station located
at 34th St. The geometry of the station includes interlocking, or
“crossover” caverns on either end of the station. These have the
same span as the main station, but are lower (as they are not
intended for public use). There are several stub tunnels, which
will become future entrances, and two shafts for ventilation.
The construction sequence for the main cavern has been divided
into a top heading and bench arrangement. The top heading
itself is further divided into multiple drifts, which are blasted
using emulsion explosives. Figure 2 shows the top heading when
broken out to the full design span of 21m.

Fig. 1:
Alignment of 7
Line Extension
Project along
the west side of
Manhattan

feature

subway

Fig 2: Top heading of main station cavern,
excavated to full span.
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feature
Fig 3: Manhattan schist as
it appears in situ, photo
taken from construction
shaft.

What lies above
There are several design and construction challenges associated with
building a large cavern in an urban environment. The first is that
they are generally situated near to the surface, so as to allow access
from street level. The result is that the rock cover above the cavern is
lower, and in the case of the 7 Line Project, less than one diameter.
This means greater potential for ground settlements above the
excavation, and as we were working under real estate that has one of
the highest per-square-metre costs in the world, this could have had
major legal implications, should the construction have resulted in
any building damage.
To achieve a successful design that addresses all the challenges listed
above, the place to start is the ground investigation. For the 7 Line
Extension, over 200 borings were drilled, and all the usual suite of
lab tests carried out on cores. We also conducted a large number of
acoustic televiewer scans, packer tests, thin sections, and hydraulic
fracturing.
Manhattan’s geology is very different from London’s, where
tunneling is likely to involve poorly consolidated clays, or complexes
of alluvial gravel, sand and clay, often with overpressure. Two
different rock types occur along the 7 Line Project alignment: a mica
schist, commonly referred to as “Manhattan Schist”, (Figure 3) and a
granitic pegmatite. This schist comes in two different forms; the
first has little jointing and foliation fabric dominates the rock-mass
behaviour, while the second displays multiple mappable joint sets.
Consequently the rock takes on a more “blocky” aspect, where
fractures that have formed parallel to the foliation are dominant, but
the rock mass behaviour is influenced more by the strength of the
joint than of the rock itself. The granite typically has three joint sets,
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the most common being oriented vertically, and can range from fine
grained up to coarse (pegmatite). These rock types are roughly
equally distributed along the cavern alignment.
One major challenge facing the engineering geologist is how to make
the step from conceptual geologic to numerical model. Numerical
modelling is commonly used to verify the support design that is
produced by using one or more empirical classification systems (Q,
RMR). So often, the role of the geologist ends after producing the
interpretation leaving the engineer to create complex models
without fully understanding geological constraints. Finding the
optimal design solution requires a combination of two things - a
basic understanding of numerical modelling (from the engineering
geology side) and an understanding of ground behaviour (on the
engineering side).
The jump to modelling cannot be made straight from concept stage –
a common mistake. Matching the anticipated ground behaviour to
the software package best suited to capturing the resulting failure
mode and ground movements takes a series of steps. On the 7 Line
project we adopted a methodology that would ensure this, the first
step being development of a basic geologic section across the area of
interest. For the station caver, five sections were produced, based on
rock mass classification. The section contains information on rock
type, joint condition and orientation, and any major structural
features as interpreted from local borings and acoustic televiewer
data.
Widespread use of the acoustic televiewer instrument has given
engineering geologists a wealth of critical information regarding
joint-set orientation and spacing. This is especially useful in urban
environments where direct measurements on outcrops are not

feature
Persistent joint dipping out
of drift face in cavern top
heading. Having a role on
site has allowed careful
study of hard to quantify
parameters that the
engineering geologist is
faced with defining during
design.

possible, leaving the televiewer as the only means by
which this valuable structural data can be obtained.
From the raw data a stereonet can be produced to
give joint-set orientation. Another useful feature in
most stereonet programs is that poles found within
a certain set window are called out and can be used
(with joint-depth) to give typical joint spacing for
specific sets. This information is then applied to the
geologic section.

Continuum v. discontinuum
Numerical modeling can be a great tool for the
tunnel engineer, if used properly and in the right
situations. Different types of program (finite
element, discrete element) are only appropriate for
certain ground types. The challenge is to match the
ground type to the modelling software that best
captures the failure mechanism and groundsupport interaction. Ground behaviour can be
simplified down to either continuum or
discontinuum. In a continuum, the rock mass will
behave isotropically and the strength of the material
will be the controlling factor on stability. Such
behaviour can be assumed, if the rock mass is
generally intact with few joints, or (on the opposite
side of the spectrum) if the rock mass is so jointed
and broken up that the influence of the joints loses
significance, and strength is again isotropic
(imagine a gravel in the extreme case). Somewhere
in between these end members lies the realm of the
discontinuum. The rock mass behaviour in this case

is structurally controlled, and the shear strength of joints becomes the limiting factor in the
stability of the cavern.
From the discussion above, it will be apparent that scale plays an important role in this – that
is to say, the block size, compared to the span of the excavation. For this reason one must
have a method of estimating block size - preferably from a borehole, as outcrops are rare in
the city. Palmstrom has suggested a methodology for estimating the joint volume from the
observed fracture frequency and orientation in a rock core. Joint volume can then be related
empirically to a block diameter based on data collected by Palmstrom.
The concept of “continuity factor” has also been introduced1 to provide guidelines on rock
mass behaviour when an estimate of block diameter can be made and excavation span are
known. This is essentially a measure of how many blocks will form in the roof of an
excavation. In the table below, this number has been associated with the most appropriate
type of numerical model for the situation.
Ground continuity (CF)

CF=d1/Db

Appropriate model type

Continuous (bulky

>30

Finite Element/Finite Difference

Discontinuous-continuous
(blocky-bulky)

15-30

Discontinuous (blocky)

6-15

Continuous-discontinuous
(intact-blocky)

3-6

Continuous (intact)

<3

Discrete Element

Finite Element

Table 1:
Continuity Factor and appropriate model type matched to ground behaviour
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Nothing in rock mechanics is ever just black and white, so
there are areas of overlap; but using the above as a guide can
give good justification for selecting different software
programs to be used on the same project.
The next challenge faced by the engineering geologist is
providing values for the many input parameters required to
produce a numerical model. Few can be obtained straight
from lab tests, and it is often necessary to use empirical
correlations and previously published values to supplement
expensive lab testing (and sometimes poor results).
For a typical model, over 20 inputs for the rock mass may be
required. Several of these main input parameters also require
values for two or three secondary parameters. For example,
the value of “rock-mass cohesion” requires Hoek-Brown mi,
GSI, and an estimate of the minimum principal stress. It can
be seen how variation within a model can quickly escalate if
not controlled. One method adopted on the 7 Line Project
was to produce Design Notes for all geotechnical parameters
required in the various models. Each Note gave specific
guidance on determination of parameter values and ranges if
applicable. By standardising the way in which parameters are
determined, model accuracy is increased as is the ability to
compare results between models.
All of the preceding data were then summarised on a onepage spreadsheet so that the flow of pertinent modelling
information, between engineering geologist and modeler,
was as smooth as possible (without sacrificing time or
accuracy).

Ground truth
Design does not end when a set of drawings is handed over to the client. It is critical
to verify the design continually by geological mapping, and taking measurements
during construction. In providing on-site engineer services to the contractor, we
were in the position to do just this, carrying out rock-mass classification after each
blast, and comparing to the design values. Many hard-to-quantify parameters can be
assessed during construction, including: joint persistence, large scale joint
waviness, and joint roughness. Such parameters have a huge impact on support
design, and in the models; but they remain very difficult (if not impossible) to
define accurately during the design stage from a 50mm core-sample. Roughness is
assessed in situ by a profile comb, then compared to published profiles and JRC
values to back-calculate the Jr value used in the Q system during empirical and
numerical design.
Finally, being involved during construction has allowed us to build up a significant
statistical database on such parameters such as joint roughness and large scale
waviness, which will prove invaluable during the design and modeling of future
excavations under Manhattan. 
Reference
1. Stille, H and Palmstrom, A “Ground behaviour and rock mass composition in
underground excavations” Tunnelling and Underground Space Technology 23
(2008) 46-64.

* Arup, New York 2008 Glossop Award seth.pollak@arup.com. Seth Pollak is a
Tunnel Engineer for Arup in New York. He is currently assigned as a Tunnel Shift
Engineer on site for the construction phase of the project. This feature was based
on the presentation he gave to the Engineering Group at the 2008 Glossop
Lecture, held at Imperial College on 6 November 2008.

Drill and blast operation being carried
out with an Atlas Copco Rocket
Boomer, one of three jumbos on the
job.
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Letters
Geoscientist welcomes readers’ letters, and every effort is made to publish them as
promptly as possible. You can help by keeping letters to around 300 words or fewer.
Please write to Dr Ted Nield, Editor, at The Geological Society, Burlington House,
Piccadilly, London W1J 0BG or
email ted.nield@geolsoc.org.uk

Enlightenment
From Don Hallett, (Rec’d 12 Feb; Pub’d 20 Feb 2009)
Sir, Visitors to the Geological Society’s apartments will be familiar with the society’s
logo, bearing the motto Quicquid sub terra est – “Whatever is under the Earth”. An
editorial in volume 128 of the Journal of the Geological Society in 1972 states
correctly that the motto was adopted by Council in 1811, and traces it to the

All letters are published at www.geolsoc.org.uk/letters, and a selection
subsequently presented in the magazine. Please note that letters may be edited.

preface of Francis Bacon’s Novum Organum, published in 1620. (See also Whatever

To CPD or not to CPD?

The editorial provides a free translation of one of the key sentences from the

From Dr Louis Macchi (Rec’d 4 Mar; Pub’d 5 Mar 2009)

secrets is observation and experiment. A more literal translation, with rather

Sir, Irrespective of whatever discussion may ensue in respect of the “place of
continuing professional development for chartered members” (Geoscientist 19.1
p11) there are those of us who will refuse to become forcibly embroiled in
unproductive reporting just to provide the Society with the opportunity to
‘validate’ our worthiness (or otherwise) for continued membership. If CPD
becomes mandatory, we shall resign.
It is not anomalous that Chartered Geologist status lacks a requirement for CPD
recording, because our election is (or was) not conditional on there being such a

is Under the Earth, the Society’s Bicentenary hisrtory, p. 37).

preface, which epitomises Bacon’s philosophy – that the key to unlocking nature’s
appealing imagery, would be:
“But if there be any man who, not content to rest in and use the knowledge
which has already been discovered, aspires to penetrate further; to overcome, not
an adversary in argument, but nature in action; to seek, not pretty and probable
conjectures, but certain and demonstrable knowledge — I invite all such to join
themselves, as true sons of knowledge, with me, that passing by the outer courts
of nature, which numbers have trodden, we may find a way at length into her
inner chambers.”

requirement. Unfortunately, Prof. Manning’s article seems to pre-suppose that the

The Society motto, however, has (as any schoolboy would once have known) a

rules will inevitably be changed. The Society should be aware, therefore, that out

more ancient pedigree in Horace’s first Epistle (I, 6, 24), which illustrates the

there you will find CGeols who run their own consulting companies, working

contrast between classical philosophy and that of the Enlightenment. Whereas

extended hours on absolutely confidential material, who are also engaged in

Bacon invokes observation as the agent of progress, Horace invokes time:

running (rather than attending) professional training courses, as well as
conducting their own research. We have no “employer appraisal scheme” to fall
back on, and we are unable to disclose information. Therefore I see no logic in

Quicquid sub terra est, in apricum proferet aetas. (Time will bring to light
whatever is under the Earth.)

engaging in mindless self-justification, squandering time that might otherwise be

The aphorism is still incomplete, and has a corollary which moves even further into

more profitably spent on productive work.

classical philosophy:

Prof. Manning’s contention that CPD is vital to clients (because it ensures that

Quicquid sub terra est, in apricum proferet aetas, defodiet condetque nitentia.
(Time will bring to light whatever is under the earth; it will cover up and conceal
what is now shining in splendour.)

consultants keep up to date) is, I believe, simply wrong. I applied to become a
Chartered Geologist because Fellows had been led to believe that, in the near
future, Chartered status would inevitably become a precondition of professional
engagement. Yet in the 17 years or so that I have held it, not one of my clients
has shown the slightest interest.

It is good to reflect that the founding fathers chose to associate the Society with
the scientific enlightenment rather than with classical tradition, despite the
original source of their motto. Of course Bacon died in the cause of science,

It therefore irritates me that Prof. Manning’s piece implies – almost dismissively -

catching a chill in Highgate while conducting an experiment to test whether a

that it is only senior and retired CGeols who consider CPD irrelevant to their

chicken could be preserved by stuffing it with snow. A fitting end for a bold

interests. To echo Prof. Manning’s own words, “nothing could be further from the

pioneer of the experimental method - and a neat example of the dangers inherent

truth”.

in all “useful knowledge”.

* Reservoir Associates International, Laburnum House, Shocklach, Cheshire SY14
7BT, UK

Funny old world
Unconsidered trifles, by ‘Snapper’

Monitor: Snapper. All contributions gratefully received. Please write to the Editor at
Burlington House, or email ted.nield@geolsoc.org.uk marking your submission “Snapper”.
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Reviews
Books available for review:

• Boggs, S. Jr. (2009), Petrology of Sedimentary Rocks (2nd
Edition), Cambridge.
• Edwards, R.A. (2008), Geology of the Jurassic Coast. The Red
Coast Revealed – Exmouth to Lyme Regis, Coastal Publishing.

• Kearney, P., Klepeis, K.A. & Vine, F.J. (2009), Global Tectonics
(3rd Edition), Wiley-Blackwell.
• Ravenscroft, P., Brammer, H. & Richards, K. (2009), Arsenic
Pollution: A global synthesis, Wiley-Blackwell.

Interested parties should contact the Reviews Editor, Dr. Martin Degg 01244 392749; m.degg@chester.ac.uk, only. Reviewers are
invited to keep texts. Review titles are not available to order from the Geological Society Publishing House unless otherwise stated.

The Earth After Us: What legacy will humans leave in the rocks?
Jan Zalasiewicz
Published by: Oxford University Press
Publication date: 2008
ISBN: 978-0-19-921497-6
List price: £14.99
251 pp
www.oup.com
This book’s cover shows a modern version of the Sublime, that
pleasurable-yet-fearful contemplation of Nature’s majesty and
human insignificance that has been a theme of literature since the
Romantics. Earth rises against a black sky over the barren surface
of the Moon. But something isn’t quite right. The continents have
odd shapes, and unfamiliar seas lie between them, even though
parts of their coastlines are recognisable. This is Earth in the deep
future, whose face plate tectonics has rearranged. From this
perspective Jan Zalasiewicz sets out his central theme, which is to
enquire what traces of humankind might be discernible 100
million years from now. He invents some shadowy intergalactic
explorers to puzzle over the strange anomalies they find in thin
strata far down in the rock record, marking the last of six great
faunal extinctions.
Presenting this as fiction would have undermined the author’s
reasoned speculation. An alien might write A Philosophical Enquiry
into the Origins of our Ideas of the Third Planet - but Zalasiewicz
cannot speak for aliens. Instead, he rehearses what they would
have to learn about Earth if they were to understand our planet in
roughly the same way as we do, after 10 human generations of
scientific effort. The aliens seem quicker, or perhaps they just live
longer. Equipped with the necessary background, they and we can
examine human traces. The highest fossilisation potential belongs
to coastal cities on subsiding sedimentary basins. Though buildings
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will be destroyed above ground, the “urban layer” of foundations
and cellars tangled with drains, conduits and tunnels is tens of
metres thick and will form recognisable strata. Once uplifted these
could be mapped along strike for kilometres. The book opens with
the discovery of one, in the wall of a deep canyon.
There is much more, on how brick and concrete might “fossilise”,
what will happen to plastics, on the imprint of agriculture, the
extinction of species and the disappearance of our great rivals in
edifice construction – the reef-forming corals. To a discerning eye
the human stain will be more subtle and far greater than one
spectacular discovery. To an alien eye, almost everything about us
will remain obscure. Of why we live, nothing will be discernible, for
none of our values, good or bad, will survive. Along with them will
go our foods, pleasures, culture and science.
The prospect of such utter disappearance provides a plangent
frisson that might be called Sublime, although “projected
nostalgia” seems a better phrase. Herein lies the difficulty of
taking simultaneous viewpoints - one so deep in future time that
all humanity is lost, the other a zestful explanation of human
science right now. In the long run we shall all be dead, and so
cheerfulness keeps breaking in.

Tim Atkinson, University College London

OPINION

The Concise Geologic Time Scale
James G Ogg, Gabi Ogg and Felix M Gradstein
Published by: Cambridge University Press
Publication date: 2008
ISBN: 978-0-521-89849-2
List price: £20.00
177 pp
www.cambridge.org
This is the book if you want to know the most up-to-date, accepted and
quality-assessed ages of the various geological systems, epochs and stages of
the geological column. The errors are becoming so small that there is not
much change from the 2004 version with only one amendment over 1myr
until we get back to the Carboniferous. There is a useful estimate of the
precision, based on the 2004 uncertainties, which shows that for most of the
Phanerozoic the precision is <1%, with the base of the Cretaceous
(145.5Ma) being the worst at nearly 3%. The age results are summarised in a
chart using standard colours that are also repeated on a handy, loose plastic
pocket table that libraries will wish to secure. Because of the need to fit the
tables into a page, some of the stage names appear in minute print (e.g.
Gorstian) that makes for really difficult reading.
The value of the book is in the numerous tables rather than the text. Thus the
Triassic chapter has tables correlating the ages in Ma with the Primary and
Secondary Polarity chrons, the Tethyan and Boreal ammonoid zones and the
conodont zones; the Cambrian tables correlate trilobite and conodont zones
in South China, Australia, Siberia and Laurentia with numerical ages. The

book has a good index, a useful summary of the Standard colours used for
the Geological Map of the World back to the early Precambrian, and the
agreed International Stage names and Global Boundary Stratotype Sections
and Points. If like me, you have no idea which part of the stratigraphical
column many of the Stage names relate to, this is a useful list, although with
nearly 100 names, such as Guzhangian and Fortunian (both in the Cambrian),
many will wonder why we couldn’t have a simpler, more self-evident system,
such as O4/5 for the 4th of 5 Ordovician Stages. However, this is not the
authors’ fault: they report as they must.
At £20, in hardback, with a really stout long-lasting binding and a plastic
wipe-clean cover, on glossy full colour pages, an immense amount of minutely
assessed factual information, supplied by innumerable workers, is summarised
and clearly and succinctly presented. This is unequivocally recommended.
Although research will result in newer versions, this edition will suffice for
many for some time to come, if not 1myr!

Bernard Elgey Leake

Exploring Lakeland Rocks and Landscapes
Susan Beale and Mervyn Dodd
Published by: The Cumberland Geological Society
Publication date: 2008
ISBN: 978-0-9558453
List price: £9.99
163 pp
www.cumberland-geol-soc.org.uk
It is always a pleasure to see a new guide to the geology of the Lake District,
especially one that is aimed chiefly at the amateur. Here, the Cumberland
Geological Society has put together an enticing collection of excursions for
amateurs or those with a passing interest, but there is also much to attract
the professional who will enjoy being introduced to new localities.
The book describes 17 excursions, broadly spread across the region and
covering all aspects of Lakeland stratigraphy, from the oldest rocks of the
Skiddaw Group through to the Permian, as well as the impact of the most
recent glaciation. A short introduction synthesises the palaeo-environmental
evolution of the region in plate tectonic terms, and then summarises the
essential details of the last Ice Age and the way in which glaciation shaped
the land. There is also a detailed glossary where potentially complicated
terminology that is highlighted in bold in the main text is explained.
The book largely succeeds in its objectives although there are some minor
detractions. The sketch maps of the routes taken are a little over-simplified
and would have benefited from a few more landmarks. There are lots of
photographs to substantiate the descriptions in the text, but in some cases

the quality of the images is poor, while in others better annotations are
needed to emphasise exactly what is being illustrated. I also noted that some
of the geological interpretation is a little out of date; e.g. some aspects of
Cumbrian geology that were formerly attributed to the Caledonian Orogeny
and the closure of the Iapetus Ocean are now thought to have been related
to a later event - the Acadian Orogeny - that signalled the closure of the
Rheic Ocean.
As none of the excursions takes in any of the Lakes’ famous summits,
Exploring Lakeland is perhaps not a book for the walker who is uninitiated in
the ways of the geological world. But it does give the reader/explorer a
hands-on opportunity to go and discover something about how the Cumbrian
Mountains came into being, and as such it should find its way into the
backpacks of amateur geologists who love to walk in this beautiful corner of
England.

Sean Mulshaw
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Special Review

Darwin’s Big Idea
The Natural History Museum, London
14 November 2008 - 19 April 2009
Open 10.00 - 17.30 daily; last admission 17.00
Adults: £8.80, Concessions: £5.90,
Children: £4.40, Families: £23.50,
Members, Patrons, children aged 3 and under:
Free

Sarah Day, the Society’s Earth
Science Communicator, popped down
the road to the NHM’s latest
contribution to the 2009
Darwiniana...
“There’s nothing like geology. The pleasures of the first days partridge
shooting…cannot be compared to finding a fine group of fossil bones,
which tell their story of former times with almost a living tongue”.
So wrote the young Charles Darwin, in a letter sent home during his
seminal voyage on HMS Beagle. The story of how the young Cambridge
graduate, as confused about what direction to take his life in as most
graduates are, embarked on the voyage of a lifetime, returned a hero of
science and went on to publish one of science’s most influential
theories, is well known. By the end of 2009, Darwin’s bicentennial and
the 150th anniversary of the publication of On the Origin of Species, it
will probably be as well known as the Nativity. But extracts such as this
suggest there are many more facets to Darwin than those we learn
from the just-so story of his life. Not least is that he could just as easily
be labelled a geologist as a biologist, botanist or zoologist.
This multidisciplinary approach to science by Darwin is perfectly
captured in the Natural History Museum’s current exhibition,
‘Darwin’s Big Idea’, which runs until 19 April. Although the title might
suggest the exhibition focuses exclusively on evolutionary theory, it is
really a sprawling, epic mishmash of the various objects, theories and
ideas which contributed to Darwin’s fascinating life. What binds them
all together is not the theory, or even science, but Darwin himself.
The exhibition takes visitors on an aptly winding path through
Darwin’s internal journey, beginning with the build up to his trip on
the Beagle. This is complete with the various objects he took with him,
including a tiny pistol and a rock hammer, and the concerned
correspondence between his father and the trip’s champion, Josiah
Wedgewood. On the way we meet a huge variety of exhibits, including
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letters, specimens, digital displays and Charlie the Green Iguana who,
alongside an Ornate Horned Frog, help to give a flavour of the types of
creatures Darwin met on the trip.
The exhibition itself is wonderfully multidisciplinary, refusing to restrict
itself to simply a scientific or a personal narrative. Videos of scientists
giving their own reflections on the nature of theories and evidence lend a
philosophical flavour, while there is a section devoted to demonstrating
evolution through various examples for those who are keen for some more
straightforward science. Among the most fascinating moments, however,
are those which give some insight into the personal lives of the
protagonists, venturing of the well-beaten track of the familiar Darwin
story. A note on the pros and cons of marriage (‘an object to be beloved and
played with: better than dog’) is a highlight, as is a box containing various
objects collected by his beloved daughter, Annie. Another familiar theme,
that of Darwin’s internal religious conflict, is well treated by not being
overemphasised. This is not a ‘science vs religion’ exhibition, but little
touches like a letter from his wife Emma, outlining her concerns about his
doubt, give a sense of what was at stake. Darwin’s reply, written at the
bottom, shows only too plainly the deeply personal nature of the question:
‘when I am dead, know that many times, I have kissed and cried over this’.
Somewhere in among all these themes, geology is not forgotten. Darwin’s
notes made on the Beagle include 1383 on geology, compared to a mere 368
about animals. Among them are observations of the effects of an
earthquake in Chile, during which a bank of mussels was raised eight feet,

prompting Darwin to muse about what processes might have
raised mountains over longer time periods. Amid all the 2009
Darwin-related hype, there is likely to be no end of jostling
between various scientific groups as to who can claim the
great man as one of his own. The biologists lay claim on the
grounds his evolutionary work, the zoologists can point out
his passion for collecting specimens - whether beetles or
Galapagos finches – and the geologists,
of course, can point out that Darwin was
first and foremost an Earth scientist.
All of which seems a little bit silly, like
arguing over whether Barack Obama is
‘really’ Irish, American, Hawaiian or
Kenyan. He is, or course, a bit of all of
them. That’s the beauty of science – if
it’s really interesting it never quite fits
into any predefined subject areas. It’s
also what makes historical science
particularly interesting, as these
crossovers were much more frequent,
and far less controversial that they seem
to be now. The great strength of the
exhibition is its ability to capture this
sense of spreading across boundaries
and encompassing endlessly varied
fields of thought. Scientists, as well as
members of the public, might learn
much from it. 
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calendar
Continuing Professional Development (CPD) Courses

For full information on these meetings and more, visit www.geolsoc.org.uk

•23 April – Symmons Madge Associates – Site investigation Glasgow E-Mail: admin@symmonsmadge.co.uk
Website: http://www.symmonsmadge.co.uk
•6 May - Symmons Madge Associates – Interpreting Soil Test Results Cardiff E-Mail: admin@symmonsmadge.co.uk
Website: http://www.symmonsmadge.co.uk
•13-16 May – Gemcom Software Europe Ltd – Gemcoms Gems Foundation Workshop Coalville, Leics.
E-mail: sales-eu@gemcomsoftware.com Website: http://www.gemcomsoftware.com
•4 June - Symmons Madge Associates - Site Investigation – Belfast Email: admin@symmonsmadge.co.uk
Website: http://www.symmonsmadge.co.uk
•7-9 July - Gemcom Software Europe Ltd – Gemcoms Gems Foundation Workshop Coalville, Leics. E-mail: saleseu@gemcomsoftware.com Website: http://www.gemcomsoftware.com
•7 July - Symmons Madge Associates – Site investigation Dublin E-Mail: admin@symmonsmadge.co.uk
Website: http://www.symmonsmadge.co.uk
•14 July - Symmons Madge Associates – Interpreting Soil Test Results Bristol E-Mail: admin@symmonsmadge.co.uk
Website: http://www.symmonsmadge.co.uk
•17 September - Symmons Madge Associates – Interpreting Soil Test Results Glasgow E-Mail: admin@symmonsmadge.co.uk
Website: http://www.symmonsmadge.co.uk
A Professional School in Ground Engineering at the Building Research Establishment (Watford), First Steps Ltd. For reservations and information
contact Christine Butenuth, info@firststeps.uk.com, 0207 589 7394, www.firststeps.eu.com.
Developing Geological Knowledge for CGeol Status, First Steps Ltd. For reservations and information contact Christine Butenuth, info@firststeps.
uk.com, 0207 589 7394, www.firststeps.eu.com.
Managing Performance through People, The Open University. Online Course. Contact David Robinson, d.t.robinson@open.ac.uk, 0870 900 9577,
www.open.ac.uk.
Effective Leadership Skills, The Open University. Online Course. Contact David Robinson, d.t.robinson@open.ac.uk, 0870 900 9577,
www.open.ac.uk.
Managing Organisational Performance, The Open University. Online Course. Contact David Robinson, d.t.robinson@open.ac.uk, 0870 900 9577,
www.open.ac.uk.
For endorsed courses run buy ESI International Ltd, vist www.esinternational.com or contact CoursesUK-ESI@esinternational.com

APRIL 2009

For endorsed courses run buy FUGRO Engineering Services, vist www.fes.co.uk/courses or contact s.poulter@fes.co.uk
Energy
Institute

•30 March - 2 April – VIth PGC: From mature basins to new frontiers - Venue: Queen Elizabeth II Conference Centre, London.
Contact: Georgina Worrall E-Mail: georgina.worrall@geolsoc.org.uk

South West
Regional

•6 April - The Role of the Conceptual Model in the Mode of Landslip Failure at the site of a proposed infrastructure project.
Lecture. Venue: The Ley Arms, Kenn. E-Mail: swrg@geolsoc.org.uk

HOGG

•8 April - Open Meeting - The Geological Society (Burlington House). Contact: Tony Brook.E-Mail: anthony.brook27@btinternet.com

VMSG

•12-19 April - The Puy de Sancy and Chaîne de Puys volcanoes. Field Trip. Contact: Benjamin van Wyk de Vries: Laboratoire
Magmas et Volcans, Observatoire du Physique du Globe de Clermont, 5 rue Kessler 63038 Clermont-Ferrand France
E-Mail: b.vanwyk@opgc.univ-bpclermont.fr Website: http://www.vmsg.org,uk

South East
Regional

•21 April - Joint Meeting with the Institution of Civil Engineers. Geotextile Encased Columns: Recent Developments & Case Studies
for Soft Ground Applications Evening Meeting. Speaker: Dr. -Ing. Dimiter Alexiew, Head of Engineering, Huesker GmbH,
Venue: Gatwick Manor Hotel (Loxwood Suite). 6pm for 6.30pm. Contact: Simon Holt. Tel: 01483 240682.
E-Mail: Simon.Holt@btp-hyder.com
•21 April – Engineering Group. Engineered Geothermal Energy: The current status of the economics and technology to exploit it.
Evening Meeting, 17.30. Venue: The Geological Society (Burlington House). This seminar brings together the leading Engineered
Geothermal System (EGS) exponents and operators globally. Contact: Guy Cassidy. Tel: +44 (0) 20 7403 3330
Fax: +44 (0) 20 7939 1418 E-Mail: guy.cassidy@jacobs.com

Western
Regional

•21 April - Chalk Mine Treatment. Treatment of abandoned chalk mines beneath developed areas gives rise to particular challenges in
identifying irregular workings and validating their successful treatment. Evening Meeting, 6.00 for 6.30pm. Venue: S H Reynolds Lecture
Theatre (Room G25), Department of Earth Sciences, University of Bristol, Wills Memorial Building, Queen's Road, Bristol BS8 1RJ.
Contact: Charlotte Woodhall-Jones E-Mail: Charlotte.Woodhall-Jones@Burohappold.com

Thames Valley
Regional

•21 April - Young Geologists Competition for the Richard Fox Shield. Open to anyone under the age of 35 for a geology related
presentation up to 15 minutes in length. Awarded for presentation skills, £50 for the winner. Closing date: Friday 10 April 2009.
Venue: Peter Brett Associates Offices, Reading. Contact: Susan McKee. E-Mail: susan.m@soilconsultants.co.uk

Southern
Wales Regional

•22 April - TBC - evening lecture. Venue: Cardiff University. See Website. No details available at time of going to press. Contact:
Margaret McBride. E-Mail: margaret.mcbride@jacobs.com
•22 April – Hydrogeological Group - Contaminant Source Zone Characterisation and Remediation. The meeting will examine
scientific and technical advances related to understanding of fundamental processes, assessment methodologies, performance
evaluation and development of remediation concepts. Contact: Steve Thornton. Tel: 0114 2225744.
E-Mail: s.f.thornton@sheffield.ac.uk

FIRST CIRCULAR
Groundwater Recharge Assessment - are we any closer
to an answer?
• Wednesday 20 and Thursday 21 May 2009
• University of East Anglia, Norwich, UK
Registration and call for abstracts
This meeting will consider recent progress in measuring and
understanding recharge processes in a range of hydrogeological
environments under both current and future climatic conditions. A
number of influential researchers from the UK hydrogeological
community will give presentations to provide an overview and focus
for this meeting. The keynote speakers and topics include:
Prof. Mike Edmunds (University of Oxford) Recharge processes in semiarid areas: Prof. David Lerner (University of Sheffield) Recharge in
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urban areas; Dr Richard Taylor (University College London) Evaluation
of recharge conditions in Africa; Prof. Rae Mackay (University of
Birmingham) Understanding recharge through glacial deposits; Dr
Victor Bense (University of East Anglia) Application of geothermal
gradients in resolving recharge conditions; Dr Kevin Hiscock (University
of East Anglia) Climate change impacts on groundwater recharge; Dr
Richard Ingram (Entec UK Ltd) Application of noble gases in assessing
groundwater recharge conditions; Mr Jan Van Wonderen (Mott
MacDonald) Soil moisture dynamics and impacts on recharge; Dr Mike
Price (Water Management Consultants) Water level response to
rainfall and implications for Chalk aquifer recharge pathways; Mr
Martin Best (UK Met Office) MOSES recharge calculation system
The final programme and schedule will be provided to all registered
attendees, and listed on www.geolsoc.org.uk.

International Conference: First Call for Abstracts

Sediment Body Geometry
and Heterogeneity:
Analogue Studies for
Modelling the Subsurface
21 - 23 October 2009
The Geological Society, Burlington House, Piccadilly, London

Convenors:
Tim Good
(ExxonMobil)

James Maynard
(ExxonMobil)

John Howell
(Univ. of Bergen)

David Alsop
(Shell)

Tony Reynolds
(BP)

Allard Martinius
(StatoilHydro)

Colin Daly
(Schlumberger)

ABSTRACT DEADLINE 30TH MAY 2009
Advances in the collection, analysis and application
of datasets derived from analogues (outcrop, flume,
seismic) to modelling reservoir properties for
predicting subsurface fluid flow.
Themes:
• Analogue analysis techniques: outcrop, flume tank studies, seismic studies,
minipermeametry, data analysis.
• Analogue studies from all depositional environments
• Application of analogues via geological models to reduce
subsurface uncertainties
• New geological modelling methods - process-based and hybrid process
- geostatistical methods
For further information about this conference, please contact:
Georgina Worrall, Conference Manager: +44 (0)20 7432 0983
or email: Georgina.worrall@geolsoc.org.uk

At the forefront of petroleum geoscience
www.geolsoc.org.uk/petroleum

recruitment
Technical Director of Geological
Services – Permanent
(Ref: ER1010)
Salary: £45 - £55k + Car,
Pension, 25 days annual leave
Location: Warwickshire

To advertise your products or
services in Geoscientist please
contact Nick Gaulton at
DP Media:

www.earth-recruit.co.uk

Description:
Our Client is looking for a high calibre candidate to fill this role.
Already in a Senior position you will be looking to take the next stage
in advancing your career or just a fresh challenge.
Chartered or near chartered geologist you will have a first degree in
Geology or similar, an MSc in a Geologically based discipline or
similar would also be advantageous as would a formal qualification
in hydrogeology.
You will have experience of working within consultancy or
private sector. Familiar with a wide variety of geologically based
risk assessments including contaminated land, groundwater risk
assessments and water contamination prior to developments including
landfill. A team player and team leader, you will be responsible for
a number of staff and workload management, but still very much a
hands on manager. You will be proactive in developing new business
opportunities for the company. This is an excellent opportunity for
the right candidate looking to join a highly reputable consultancy.
If you are interested in this position please send your CV quoting
the unique reference code above or telephone us for an informal
discussion.

Suite 201, QC 30,
30 Queen
Charlotte Street,
Bristol BS1 4HJ

Image used by kind permission of Swiatek Wojtkowiak, www.nygus.info © 2007 Swiatek Wojtkowiak, all rights reserved.

Earth Recruit Ltd, Weaver Business Centre, Northwich,
Cheshire, CW8 4EE. Tel: 01606 872408.
E-mail Neil Glover nglover@earth-recruit.co.uk.

REGISTER NOW

21 - 23 September 2009
The global environment is increasingly threatened by the
excessive exploitation of our finite natural resources, taking
place in a background of climate change and in parallel with
the development of novel technologies, posing potential novel
threats. Human health is vulnerable not only to individual
sources of pollution, but often to the combined effect of
pollutant mixtures, today more than ever.
This conference aims to bring together “traditional”
geoscientists (geochemists, hydrogeologists, engineers,
geophysicists, mineralogists) and scientists outside traditional
earth sciences (toxicologists, microbiologists, physicists,
chemists) from both academic and industrial communities to
present and discuss the state-of-the-art
in the understanding of environmental pollution and
the potential threats to human health.
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The
Geological
Society

CONVENERS

Dr Éva Valsami-Jones
Natural History Museum
E.Valsami-Jones@nhm.ac.uk

Prof. Jane Plant
Imperial College London
jane.plant@imperial.ac.uk

Prof. Vala Ragnarsdottir
University of Iceland
vala@hi.is

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
PLEASE CONTACT:
Alys Hilbourne, Events Manager, The
Geological Society, Burlington House,
Piccadilly, London, W1J 0BG
Email: alys.hilbourne@geolsoc.org.uk
Tel: 020 7432 0981
Website: www.geolsoc.org.uk/events

Log on to the Online Bookshop and
browse our latest publications

www.geolsoc.org.uk/bookshop
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Geological Magazine
is one of the oldest and
best-known periodicals
in earth sciences,
publishing original
scientiﬁc papers which
cover the complete
spectrum of geological
topics.

FREE 60-day online access to
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crossword
Crossword no. 122 set by Platypus
1

2

3

4

5

Win a Special Publication of your choice!
6

7

8

The winner of the February Crossword draw was Dr C D Gribble of
Dunblane.
9

10

11

13

All correct solutions will be placed in the draw, and the winner’s name
printed in the June 2009 issue. The Editor’s decision is final and no
correspondence will be entered into. Closing date – April 17.

12

14

15

The competition is only open to all Fellows and Candidate Fellows of the
Geological Society who are not current Society employees, officers or
trustees. This exclusion does not apply to officers of joint associations,
specialist or regional groups.

16

17
18

Please return your completed crossword to Burlington House, marking your
envelope “Crossword”. Do not enclose any other matter with your
solution. Overseas Fellows are encouraged to enter by scanning the
signed form and emailing it as a PDF to ted.nield@geolsoc.org.uk.

19
20

21

22

25

23

24

26

Name

................................................................................................................................

Fellowship Number
27

...........................................................................................................

28

Address for correspondence
Solutions February:

.............................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................

Across: 1 Debris 5 Phyllite 9 Darwinians 10 Gaul 11 Sturgeon 12 Matins 13 Taxi
15 Latitude 18 Ziggurat 19 Sash 21 Bhopal 23 Eyepiece 25 Etna 26 Immunology
27 Scotsman 28 Lustre

...........................................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................................

Down: 2 Enact 3 Reworking 4 Sonnet 5 Plainclothesman 6 Yosemite 7 Legit 8 Tournedos
14 Aliphatic 16 Testicles 17 Trillium 20 Vernal 22 Pratt 24 Cigar

...........................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................Postcode .......................................................

Across

Down

1 Northern realm (6)
5 Seminal, as it were, Zola novel (8)
9 Or decollement as the French would have it (10)
10 First mountain home of the nappe (4)
11 Witch’s cooking vessel, with a tendency to subside in volcanic centres (8)
12 Condition where 02 is absent, and not in a mobile phone sense. (6)
13 Lowest subdivision (4)
15 Four legged creature, belowing to the Natural History Museum dining club (8)
18 Point in elliptical orbit furthest from the object orbited (8)
19 Notion (4)
21 Greek sea (6)
23 Aurora of 1a (8)
25 US organisation for professional geologists (1,1,1,1)
26 The Scottish orogeny (10)
27 Riverine loops (8)
28 Petri designed some to grow his bugs in (6)

2
3
4
5

Greek final (5)
Shoulder adornment (9)
Volcanic mudflows (6)
Linear to irregular volcano-sedimentary formations, which probably
originated in Precambrian back-arc basins (10,5)
6 Withdraws, like a mollusc or a bad argument (8)
7 Adult lepidopteran form (5)
8 Silicate mineral with double chain structure (9)
14 Feldspathoid, found often in association with pegmatites
and syenites (9)
16 Populations of birds (9)
17 Correcting compass housing for ships, developed by Lord Kelvin (8)
20 Worn down by natural processes (6)
22 English Lord who never lost his marbles (5)
24 Mentally vacuous (5)
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PetroLunch
A monthly luncheon jointly organised by the AAPG
and Petroleum Group of the Geological Society
dedicated to upstream petroleum exploration topics.

Tuesday 28 April 2009
The Geological Society, Burlington House, Piccadilly, London

Exploration & Production in Ukraine:
an Independent’s view
Ritchie Wayland, JKX Oil & Gas plc

2009 PETROLUNCH DATES
Petrolunch is held on the last Tuesday of the month

26 May - 30 June - 29 September
27 October - 24 November
Look out for AAPG or GSL emails or check the AAPG and Geological
Society Websites for future 2009 topics and speakers
All events commence with a buffet lunch at 12:00pm with Tea & Coffee at 1:00 pm.
The talk runs from 12.30pm until 1.00pm.
GSL fellows/AAPG Members £15 Non-Members £20
(In Advance)
GSL fellows/AAPG Members £20 Non-Members £25
(From 1 week before and on the Day of Event)
Note: Notification of cancellation must be given at least 1 week prior to the
event. If you make a reservation and you do not provide notification of
cancellation you will be billed for the event. You may send someone in your
place. Please contact January Arnold to cancel or change the attendee.

To register please contact January Arnold by email: europe@aapg.org
To offer a talk please contact Stuart Harker stuart@circleoil.net or
Graham Goffey ggoffey@paresources.uk.com

At the forefront of petroleum geoscience
www.geolsoc.org.uk/petroleum

NOW IN VOLUME 2

Nature Geoscience’s content reﬂects all the disciplines
within the geosciences, including studies of the
atmosphere, the oceans, glaciers and ice sheets and
the solid Earth. The journal covers studies based on
all the methods used by geoscientists, ranging from
ﬁeld work and numerical modelling on regional and
global scales to theoretical studies. Physical, chemical
and biological investigations that contribute to our
understanding of the Earth system are all represented.
A personal subscription gives you access to:
• Primary Research – high quality, peer-reviewed research papers that communicate the most
signiﬁcant ﬁndings to a broad multidisciplinary readership.
• Review and Progress Articles – comprehensive overviews written by leading researchers that
inform readers about the state-of-the-art in fast-moving areas of the geosciences.
• News and Views – articles that explain the signiﬁcance and implications of papers published in
Nature Geoscience and elsewhere in the literature.
• Research Highlights – brief reports that summarize the most important breakthroughs in the
Earth sciences.
• Commentary – articles that address issues of general interest to the geoscience community,
and topics at the interface of the geosciences and society.

Subscribe today — order online or by telephone:
visit www.nature.com/naturegeoscience and click on subscribe
US: +1 866 363 7860 UK/ROW: +44 (0)1256 329242 JAPAN: +81 3 3267 8769

www.nature.com/naturegeoscience

